Dear Agent,

June 2022

The University of Chicago Press – Journals Division is pleased to announce our rates and
subscription policies for 2023. Rates are effective with subscriptions that begin with 2023 issues.
2022 rates remain in effect for subscriptions that begin with 2022 issues through December 31,
2022. All subscriptions received by us after December 31, 2022 carry 2023 rates regardless of the
start issue. Please review our Journals rate list to check the 2023 start issue for each of our titles.
This letter also applies to subscription orders for The Chicago Manual of Style Online, and Scientific
Style and Format Online. Pricing for CMOS and SSF for 2023 are also now available at their
respective sites.
Contact Information:
Mailing Address:

The University of Chicago Press
Subscription Fulfillment
1427 E. 60th Street
Chicago, IL 60637-2902 USA

Phone: (877) 705-1878 (US and Canada only) or +1 (773) 753-3347 (International)
Hours: 8:30 AM – 5 PM (CST) Monday - Friday
Fax: (877) 705-1879 (US and Canada only) or (773) 753-0811 (International)
Customer Service: subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu
Technical Support: journalsupport@press.uchicago.edu
Wire Payment Notification: remittances@press.uchicago.edu
Claims: agencyclaims@press.uchicago.edu
http://www.journals.uchicago.edu
Agency Commission:
The Journals Division offers a 2.5% commission to subscription agents on the subscription rate.
There is no commission on postage. Orders must clearly state the title, or Chicago PUB Code,
start volume/issue, the version, the level of access, and complete end-user data. The commission
is forfeited where this data is missing. The Press encourages automated submission of orders and
claims from subscription agents and offers a higher commission to those agencies that qualify. If
your agency wishes to qualify for the higher commission, you must reach out to request approval.
Orders submitted at a commission higher than 2.5% where approval was not sought or was denied
will be billed for the balances. To request approval for a commission higher than 2.5%, or for a
commission increase from 2022, please contact us at subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu.
We will review your request and notify you of our decision in due course.
Order Submissions:
Order submissions should always include the full journal title or Chicago’s three-character PUB
code (four characters for combination subscriptions), version (PO, PE, EO), or (FPE or FEO for
full-run access), tier level (if electronic), and the requested start volume and issue number. For
example, a full run EO subscription to Signs could be shown as SIGFEO in the order file. Please
consult our rate sheet for this information.
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All subscription orders, including subscriptions delivered to a consolidation center, must include a
complete postal mailing address of the end-user. Librarian contact information, including name
and email address, is required for order processing and the resolution of customer service claims.
Pricing and Formats:
All 2023 prices are for one-year except where noted. Partial year subscriptions are not accepted
without prior approval from the Press. The rate sheet also specifies if a title is Rolling or Forced. A
Rolling title subscription can begin with any issue in the volume while Forced title subscriptions
must start with the first issue in the calendar-year. Institutional subscriptions are available in three
formats: Electronic Only (EO), Print + Electronic (PE), and Print-Only (PO). Please refer to the
2023 rates for the available subscription options for each journal. Note that some titles do not
include a PO rate.
Chicago’s tiered pricing structure takes research output as the key criterion and is based on the
Carnegie Classification system in the United States and comparable classification systems in other
countries. In cases where a subscription includes access to multiple locations, covers distance
learning programs, or in other circumstances, Chicago may impose a surcharge.
To check the classification of an institutional subscriber, please contact
subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu. Note that orders submitted at incorrect rates will be billed for the
difference.
To Our Customers in Japan:
Kinokuniya Company Ltd. is the exclusive agent for all institutional subscriptions to the University of
Chicago Press journals in Japan. All institutional orders must be submitted through:
Kinokuniya Company Ltd.
Journal Department
3-7-10 Shimomeguro
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8504
JAPAN
Email: journal@kinokuniya.co.jp
To Our Customers in India:
SPUR Infosolutions is the exclusive agent for all institutional subscriptions to the University of
Chicago Press journals in India. All institutional orders must be submitted through:
SPUR Infosolutions
Corporate Office
A-26, Ground Floor,
FIEE Complex, Okhla Phase - II,
New Delhi - 110020, India
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Phone: +91-11-4903-2727
Email: uchicago@spurinfo.com
Web: spurinfo.com

Online Access
Institutional electronic access is regulated by the registration of IP addresses used exclusively by
the subscribing institution. Although no signed license is required for most subscribers, registration
for new institutional customers is necessary for electronic access to begin. The fillable registration
form is available at the following link: https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/sitedocs.pdf
The completed form may be submitted via email or fax to:
Email: journalsupport@press.uchicago.edu
Fax: (877) 705-1879 (US and Canada) (773) 753-0811 (International)
Use of online content is governed by the Press’s Terms and Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.
For assistance with online access, or to add new institutional and proxy IP ranges that might be
used for remote access, or for federated identity and access management, please email
journalsupport@press.uchicago.edu or call the Journals Division at (877) 705-1878 (US and
Canada) or (773) 753-3347 (International) and ask for technical support.
New to Chicago in 2023


Journal of Political Economy Macroeconomics (ISSN: 2832-9341; E-ISSN: 2832-935X)
Published quarterly. The first Chicago issue will be Vol. 1#1, March 2023.



Journal of Political Economy Microeconomics (ISSN: 2832-9368; E-ISSN: 2832-9376)
Published quarterly. The first Chicago issue will be Vol.1 #1, February 2023.



The Journal of Clinical Ethics (ISSN: 1046-7890; E-ISSN: 1945-5879) Published on behalf
of the MacLean Center for Clinical Medical Ethics. The first Chicago issue will be Vol. 34
#1, March 2023.



Maarav: A Journal for the Study of the Northwest Semitic Languages and Literatures
(ISSN: 0149-5712; E-ISSN: TBD) Published on behalf of the American Society of
Overseas Research. The first Chicago issue will be Vol. 27 #1, 2023.

Other Important Changes


Beginning in 2023, Education Next, (ISSN: 1539-9664), published by the Education Next
Institute, Inc., will move to a new distributor. Chicago will continue to take orders for this
title through December 2022. Additional information on the new distributor, including
information on where to submit orders, will be provided over the summer.
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Beginning in 2023, the Hoover Digest, (ISSN: 1088-5161), published by the Hoover
Institution Press, will move to a new distributor. Chicago will continue to take orders for
this title through December 2022. Additional information on the new distributor, including
information on where to submit orders, will be provided over the summer.



Beginning in 2023 the Journal of Law and Courts (ISSN: 2164-6570; E-ISSN: 21646589) is moving to Cambridge University Press. The final Chicago issue will be Vol. 10#2,
September 2022.

Full-Run and Current Content Subscriptions:
Institutional subscriptions are available at the Current Content level with access for most titles going
back to the first online issue (20 to 25 years ago in most cases). Full-Run subscriptions
(subscriptions that include online access to the full complement of the journal from the current issue
back to Volume 1, Issue 1) are also available. Both options are available for stand-alone
subscriptions as well as for the Complete Chicago Package. Please consult the 2023 price list or
email subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu for more information.
Combination Subscriptions:
The Journals Division offers combination rates for four sets of titles:
ASOR combination package consisting of the Bulletin of the American Society of Overseas
Research, (formerly Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research) Journal of Cuneiform
Studies, Maarav and Near Eastern Archeology
The Journal of Law and Economics / The Journal of Legal Studies combination
NBER Package consisting of the Macroeconomics Annual, Tax Policy and the Economy, and
Environmental and Energy Policy and the Economy, and Entrepreneurship and Innovation Policy
and the Economy.
Social Service Review / Journal of the Society for Social Work & Research combination
Journal of Political Economy / Journal of Political Economy Macroeconomics / Journal of Political
Economy Microeconomics combination. New in 2023.
Please consult the 2023 price list for more information.
Complete Chicago Package Information:
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The Complete Chicago Package (CCP) offers a significant discount to institutions subscribing to our
full collection of electronic journals in the Electronic-Only format. The full-run subscription option is
available for the Complete Chicago Package. The 2023 title list includes 91 titles. All CCP orders
are calendar-year.
Subscribers to the CCP can purchase print copies of all titles* in the collection at deeply discounted
(DDP) rates. The DDP rate for a title is 75% off the Print-Only rate (or Electronic + Print if no PrintOnly rate exists); postage and taxes apply. (*There is no DDP rate for Signs and Society as this title
is open access and the print edition has ceased.)
Institutional subscribers to the CCP are eligible to receive discounted rates on The Chicago Manual
of Style Online (CMOS), Scientific Style and Format Online, and books from select publishers,
including the University of Chicago Press. Contact subscriptions@press.uchicago.edu for further
information about available discounts.
Consortia Information
For consortia pricing plans, please contact:
Chaz Oreshkov
Senior Sales and Licensing Manager, Journals Division
University of Chicago Press
+1 (773) 834-1793
E-mail: oreshkov@uchicago.edu
Payment
All agency orders must be prepaid. Agency orders received without payment will be keyed proforma and an invoice for the amount due will be sent. Upon receipt of full payment, the order will be
activated. All other orders must be prepaid except those from universities, libraries, hospitals, and
government institutions located in the United States who place orders which include a hard-copy
purchase order. Orders from these institutions will be billed.
Payment must be in US dollars. Checks and money orders should be made payable to the
University of Chicago Press. Checks must be drawn on banks located in the United States.
Chicago also accepts payments via MasterCard, Visa, American Express, and Discover. Please
note that credit card numbers cannot be emailed to the University of Chicago Press! Email
messages containing credit card numbers will be deleted from our servers and your orders may be
lost! Credit card numbers can be transmitted via phone or fax or invoices can be paid online.
Subscribers may submit payment via wire transfer. (Note there is a $25 fee for wire payments from
non-U.S. destinations. Customers paying by wire should add $25 to the total amount of the invoice.
If you wish to avoid this fee you can still pay by check, money order or credit card.) Bank
information is:
Financial Institution: The Northern Trust Bank, 50 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60603
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Account Name: University of Chicago Press Bank 3
Account Number: 2725681
Routing Number: 071000152
SWIFT#: CNORUS44
Please be sure to include your University of Chicago Press subscriber account number, invoice
number, and journal name in the transmittal. Or, including the words “journal subscription” can
also help. This information will help us apply your payment quickly and accurately. Missing or
inaccurate information will cause serious delays in order processing.
Wire Payment Notification
Once a wire payment has been made to Chicago, an email with the proper remittance advice
should be sent to remittances@press.uchicago.edu. Failure to send notification of a wire payment
will result in processing delays!
Orders Submitted at Incorrect Rates
Orders submitted at old or incorrect rates will be billed for the additional amount due unless
accompanied by a University of Chicago Press order form or promotion code offering a special rate.
All rates are for one year unless otherwise specified. Rates are subject to change without notice.
Tax
Orders are subject to the following taxes, except as noted. If your agency or institution is exempt
from any of the taxes indicated below, please include details with your order to avoid unnecessary
charges.






Canadian orders are subject to the Goods and Services Tax (GST) or the Harmonized
Sales Tax (HST).
All orders shipped to addresses in the state of Indiana must add 7% sales tax.
Orders with ship-to addresses in California will be charged local sales tax, except for
subscriptions that include four or more issues in one twelve-month period.
Orders with ship-to addresses in the state of Washington will be charged local sales tax
unless your institution is exempt or the tax is paid by your agent.
Online-Only orders for institutions in the European Union may be subject to the VAT.

Shipping
Except where noted, all print copies of our journals are shipped to subscribers outside the United
States via air delivery, then placed into the local mail stream. Shipping within the U.S. is via the
United States Postal Service or UPS.
Renewal Notices
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No renewal notices are sent to institutions that subscribe through agencies prior to receipt of
agency orders. However, Complete Chicago Package (CCP) customers ARE notified of content
and pricing changes when such information becomes available. After agency orders are received
in December, renewal notices for any institutions not included with the orders are sent to the
institution, not the agency.
Cancellation and Format Adjustments
Institutional subscription orders are regarded as final and may not be cancelled after the start of the
subscription term. Partial refunds will not be given for format adjustments after the subscription has
begun.
Perpetual Access
The Press provides post-cancellation access for institutional subscribers to born-digital issues of
journals published during the term of the subscription. Post-cancellation access does not apply to
issues that were published prior to the term of the subscription, whether born-digital or published in
print only and digitized later. Retroactive access to these issues may be provided to institutional
subscribers as a benefit of an active subscription.
Please visit http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c to review our full post-cancellation access
policy. To request post-cancellation access, contact journalsupport@press.uchicago.edu.
Individual Subscriptions
Individual rates are applicable only when a subscription is for individual use and when delivery is
made directly to the end user. The University of Chicago Press does not accept third-party orders
at the individual rate for U.S. customers. All agency orders for US customers must be placed at
institutional rates. There is no agency commission on individual subscriptions.
Claims for Missing Print Issues
Claims requests for replacement copies due to non-receipt must arrive within three months of
publication date or date of order (whichever is later) for US orders or within six months of
publication date or date of order (whichever is later) for non-US orders. In all other cases, the
single-copy price will be charged for replacing an issue. Claims requests on orders submitted via
EDI must also be submitted via EDI. Claims should include account/reference number, exact
journal volume and issue number, shipping address and end-user information. Failure to provide
these details may delay processing.
We recognize that some agents cannot submit claims via EDI. In those cases, we will accept
SINGLE one-off claims via email to agencyclaims@press.uchicago.edu. However, claims for
multiple missing issues must be submitted via spreadsheet.
Use of Personal Information
The Press’s use of personal information provided to us by our customers or users of our website is
compliant with data retention and privacy legislation including the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). For further information, please see our Privacy Notice, available at:
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c.
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Thank you for ordering from the University of Chicago Press.
Sincerely,

Rich Connelly
Subscription Fulfillment & Sales Manager
University of Chicago Press, Journals Division
Phone: 773-753-3601
Fax: 773-753-0811

E‐mail: rec1@uchicago.edu
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